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Abstrat. In this paper the problem of inducing an algorithm for a partial recursive fllnction from 
the analysis of its graph or loosely speaking of “learning” it, is discussed. 
A certain number of results are obtained mainly relatively to the question of whether, given a 
machine M able to learn all functions within a set C, one can construct a machine M’ able to learn 
a new set C’ related in some “natural” way to C, by using the experience of M. 
In everyday life one often thinks that the experience acquired in “learning” certain 
facts will play a role when one tries to learn new facts somehow related to the 
previous ones. For instance, one is much more confident of learning a language 
similar to his ownrather than a different one. 
It is this kind of expectation, built up by the exr;erience of everyday Me, that 
leads US to formulate the following informa’ question: “To what extent the! 
expqrience qined in ‘learning’ some class of phenomena C will be helpful in 
‘learning’ some other class of phenomena C’, related in some ‘natural way’ to CT”. 
Obviously in order to attempt to answer this question one has to make reference to 
a clear defkaition of the “process of learning” and to a well defined class of objects 
one has to “learn” 
For this Teason, ias the process of learning is an extremely complicated me and, 
up to now, rather undefined, and as the process of generalizing or abstracting a 
general law from a finite number of exa ples is clearly an i portant part of it, we 
will identify tout COW the process of learning with the process of in 
1 
inference. 
ore we will deal wit universe name! 
partial recursive functi 
graph of f. 
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In this paper we will use the approach and definitions of Lenore and 
Blum [ &4].’ 
Tlhe central idea is to feed in whatever order a graph of a function to a computing 
agent which now and then emits an integer. One will say that the function whose 
graph is being fed has been identified or inferred or learned (these terms will be 
used interchangeably in the sequel) if, after a finite number of mistakes, the 
computing igent will keep emitting always the same integer which will then be an 
index for the function being examined. Before exploring our initial question we wi!l 
start with a discussion of the 5asic definitions. 
Let denote the set of natural numbers, let ’ denote the set of all finite 
sequences 6 = pl l p2.. . pn, n being arbitrary, such that: 
(a) for every i, 1 G i s it, pi is either some pair of integers (xi, yi) or *; 
(b) foreveryiandj,1~i~rt,1~j~n)ifpi=(~:i,yi)andpi=(x,,y~)thenxi=xj 
impiies yi = yj* 
Let c be a 1 to 1 recursive mapping from ’ onto N; let length (G) denote the 
number of the elements of G; let [G”] denote the natural number that encodes, 
through a, the finite sequence G of 
Then: 
An inductive inference 
recursive function from into 
length n. 
I 
machine M is any device for computing a 
N. We will constantly assume that its input is 
some [G”] and that M halts for every input. 
Let f be any partial recursive function, let 7 be an enumeration of the graph of f 
(see [2]), that is an infinite sequence fi . f2.. .fi _ . . such that: 
(a) for every i either fi is a pair of integer: (xi, f(xi)) or *; 
(b) for every i and j, 1 q i s n, 1 G j s n, if fl: = (xi, f(Xi)) and fi = (xi, $(xJ) then 
Xi = Xj implies yi = yj ; 
(4 (X? f (9) aPP ears 
let f denote ft l f2.. . 
at least once in f for every x E domain(f); 
fn and [f] denote cr(f, l f2.. .fi.. . fn). 
e following \le shall call f: more briefly, an enumeration of fi 
Then we will say that: 
wit/k input f stabilizes on i (this fact will be denoted by t 
gives output i (t fact will be deno 
a finite number 
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The inductive inference machine illentijies f if for every enumera- 
ere exists an i such that ([f]) J i and +i is an extension of f,’ that is 
4,(x) = f(x) for all x E domainu). 
The inductive triference machine M identifies a set C of partial recursive 
functions if ‘it identifies all .f E C 
Now we want to stress that in the previous as well as in the following definitions 
we have in? ilduzed two unnecessary requirements. 
he first one concerns the nature of the enumeration. In fact a theorem of 
ore and Manuel Blum [2] ensures us that, without loss of generality, we can 
consider on11 zffective enumerations. 
P~rthermore, on the basis of this theorem, we can assume from now on that 
every inductive machine M we will deal with is order independent, and accordingly, 
we will specify some particular enumeration for a function only when some 
ambiguity is possible. 
The second unnecessary assumption, that we will retain in the following in order 
implicity in the proof of our theorems, is that the inductive inference 
bar;, to be a total machine, that rs halts for every input. The following 
theorem show: the equivalence between “partial” and total inductive inference 
machines with respect to the process of the identification, and at the same time 
provides us with a bridge between the definitions used in this paper and the ones 
introduced by L. and M. Blum [2], as the identification by a partial machine is very 
similar to the process of learning introduced by them. 
Before giving the theorem, let us specify what we mean by “a partA indAve 
inference machine” and by “a 
partial recursive function f “. 
Obviously: 
partial inductive inference machine identifies the 
. A partial inductive infercrce machine is an inductive inference 
machine That does not halt, necessarily for every input. 
Let now f (denote some partial recursive function, let f enote an enumeration of 
f, 119 denote a partial inductive inference machine t en we will say that: 
enoted e 
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(a) there exists an n such that M([f” 1) = r’ ; 
(b) for every m :> n if M with input [p] halts then itu output i; i. 
Definition 7, The inductive inference mlxhine &l partially idenufies f if for every 
enumeration f of f there exists an z sur; h ths,rt M([f]) j P i and & is an extension 
of fi 
Definition 8. The inductive inferenrze ma(‘hine M partially identifies a set C of partial 
recursive functions f if it partially identi es every f E C. 
Theolrem 1. Given an,y partial inductive machine M one can uniformly construct a 
total inductive machine M’ such that for every partial recursive J unction f anJ” for lf 
every i, M([f]) $ P i if and only if W([f] ) 4 i. 
Proof. Let M’ be the machine defined by the foilowing program: 
With input [G’], G E N’, define Dl[G’]) to be the empty list arid give the 
output 8. 
‘With input [G”], n > 1, G E Y’ and bi any sequence g, l g2.. . g,,, construct he 
sequences G1, G2.. . G,. . . G,, such th.at for every s, lsssn, G,=grg2...g, 
denote with A the set of all integers  !such that: I < s s n and M with input [Gj] 
h&s in a number of steps less or equal to n. 
Then, 
if A is empty define D([G”]) to be the empty list, give as output n; 
otherwise look for the least integer m such that m E A, and the pair 
(m, M([G:Z]) is not contained in D([Gl::]), where D([G:r:]) is the list obtained 
with input [G:::]; then 
if such m exists define D ([ G “1) to be a list of pairs (mi, ii) ordered by increasing 
values Of i?Zi Such that: 
(a) either (mi, ii)E D([G=z:]) or (mi, ii) is (m,‘M([GE])); 
(b) (m Ml[ G Ei IN, as weit as all (mi, 1.i) E D([ Gz-:]) appears at least once in 
D([G”]); give the output ([GZ I); 
if the above defined nz does not exist define D ([ G”]) to be D ([ GZ:f]) and give 
the second element of the last pair in D([ W]) as output. 
6ow we show that the previous defined M' is just the machine we were looking 
for. 
Hn fact, let us assume that M([f]) .& P i, then there exists an n such that, for every 
a n, both the pair whose first element is the least i teger appearing in A - if 
ave i as their second element. That is 
for 
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every n such that M([f”]) = in, there exists an m 3 n such that M’([f “1) = i,, and, by 
its dlefinition, M’ can stabilize only on the same integer on which M dDes. 0 
Performing Identification according to the above definitions has the annoying 
efkct that an inductive inference mkichine may stabilize on the wrong index while 
attempting to learn a function outside its scope. One would much prefer that in 
such a case, the machine kept varying its output. This justifies the following 
definition: 
Definition 9. An inductive inference machine is strong on a set of functions C if for 
all functions of the set C either M identifies f or f&r every n there exist m such 
that M([f”]) # M([f”]). In the latter case we will say that infinitely often the 
machine M &.llges its mind about f and we will write it M([f]) t . 
We may then immediately ints duce a particular set of functions: 
. A set C of partial recursive functions is strongly identifiabk if there 
exists a machine M strong on the set of all partial recursive functions that identifies 
it. We will call M a strong identifier. 
The interest for such a definition lies not only in its intuitive episternclogical 
content but also in the richness 6f the classes to which it gives rise [2]. 
In an &Tort to enlarge the variety of identifiable sets the following reduction in 
the requests put upon the learning process was made (see [l]): 
. Given a. partial recursive function f and an inductive inference 
machine M, we say that M sub-identifies f if for every enumeration f of f there 
exists an i such that M([f]) J i and &(x) = f(x) for all but a finite number of 
x E domain(f). 
AS before Fve define the concepts of: machine M strong on a set C of functiosns ; et 
C of fz!nctioJ;s sub-identifiable ; sirortg sub-i&ntifier machine. 
Vkth a very small epistemological less, equivalckt o admitting a finite number of 
exceptions to the rule inferred as an explanation of the infinite body of data implicit 
in the function as a whole, one gains the still largely unexplored capabilities of 
sub-identification. 
want to spend few words in order to stress some characteristics 
SUl entification process with respect o the process of identification. 
one coul6 think that every strongly sub-identifiable set of functions is at least 
identifiable, as t 
totally wrong re 
this is not the case as 
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it can be proved that there exist strongly sub-identifiable but not identifiable sets of 
functions. Examples are some sets including the set of (a, h) compressed functions’ 
and some sets containing functions not h-honest6 on infinitely many elements of 
their domain. 
Apart from specific examples, away for finding a rich phenomenology of sets of 
functions which can be strongly sub-identified but not identified is given by the 
following thecrem and by the first characterization theorem of L. and M. Blum [2] 
that proves the h-honest functions to be just the set of functions one can strongly 
identify. 
2. Given any set C of purtial recursive functions, if C is identifiable and if 
there exists so.me strong sub-identifier NT such that C is just the set of all the functions f 
on wkkh M stabilizes, then C is strongly identifiable. 
. Let A& denote some inductive inference machine that identifies C. 
Leet MS be the machine defined by the following program’: 
With input [G’], G E IV’, give as output zero. With input [G” 1, n > 1, and G 
an,y sequence gl l g2.. . g,, contained in N’, consider the sequence G,-l = 
gl'g2.**gc- 1 then if M([G”])= M([G,“-:I) and M[([G”])= A41([Gi-:]) give as 
output &f,([G”]), otherwise give as output n. 
We want to prove that A& strongly identifies C. First we note that, by definition 
of A&, for every ft A&([f]) \1 if and only if both M([f]) .I and A&([f]) & . This 
ensures us that, for every f E C, MS([f]) J . Suppose now that, for some f and some 
i, M>([f]) J i and +j is not an extension of f. Then we would have that MI([f]) 1, i 
and MIfl) 4 t 00. But: A4([fi) ,/, implies f E C, then, by the hypothesis that A& 
over C stabilizes on the correct index, we have t:lat @i is an extension of f. Cl 
Up to this point we have given and discussed some possible definitions of 
learning. As we are interested in analysing and clarifying this concept we will try 
to see if it is possible to derive some properties one intuitively expects out of c 
definition of learning. To this purpose we will show a number of theorems 
expressing “natural properties” of the given definitions of learning. 
know [2] that the d.efinition of identification is not closed under 
ere exist sets of partial recursive functions C, and. Cz that are both 
ile their union is not. On the contrary it is interes4ng to see that the 
definitions of strong learning have this rather pleasant closure property: 
. . . i, 
be a recursively enu emble set of ijrductive i 
strong on a set of functions C, then one can unif&k onstrz4ct a new 
owerful as all opt C. 
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Let M be the mat ed by the f4lowing program: 
ith inrjut [G’], being set i(l) =z 1 and give as output M,([G’]). 
With input [G”], n aily sequence gl l g2.. . g,, contained in 
er the seqluence G,,+ = gl. g2 *. . g,,-l and consider the value i(M - 1) 
cn_l,([G:~:]) then set i(n) = i(n - 1) and give as output 
4m)(Lcn I)- 
otherwise : if i(ra - 1) = 1 then set i(n) n and give as put M([G:::])+ 1; 
if i(n - 1)f 1 set i(n)= i(n - l)- 1 a give as output 
The following example will clarify the behaviour of the machi 
gives the inputs and the outputs of the R/Ii’s, where we have taken the inputs G”s 
obviously related bv Gi+’ = G’ l gi+l, we will have: M([G’]) z= W, M([ G”]) = w, 
M([G3]) = w + 1, M([G*]) = h, M([G’]) = h + 1, M([G6]) = h etc. and i(1) = 1, 
i(2)= 1, i(3)==3, i$4)=3, i(5)=2, i(h)=2 etc. 
Table 1 
G’ G2 G3 G' G5 G6 
- 
Ad, w w j . . . . . . 
M2 . . . . h h . . . 
M3 . . h h j . .-. 
. . : : . 
t * - 
: : : : . . . . 
We want to show that the machine just defined is strong on C and as pcbwerful 
as all the ‘s on C. Our goal can be easily achieved if we make the two following 
assumptions: 
for every f and for eve ([f]) 1 j implies (ihat there exists an i suci~ 
(A2) for every f if there exists an i such that 
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Suppose that (AZ) does not hold. Then, there exists B function f and a machine 
such that Mk ([f]) J and M([f]) t . et m > k be some integer such that 
for every n 2 m we have that Mk([fn]) = ([f”]), and let 
Then we cani have three possible case >k, j=k i< 
contradiction. 
j = k: if j = k then, by hypothesis and by the definition of A4, for ever 
II 2 m + 1, M([f”]) will be equal to ([JO]); then, by hypothesis, there will exist a 
w such that M([f]) $ w; 
r’rC timen, for some tt > m either i(n) = h, for some h, j 3 
([f”-‘1) for all s a n - 1, or necessarily i(n) = k ; in both cases there 
will exist a w ruch that 
‘<k: if j<,k then, omen>meitheri(n)=h,forsomeh,k>hWand 
([f”]) = A& ([f n-1]) for all s 2 n - 1 or necessarily i(n) = r for some r 2 k ; in 
both cases there will exist a w such that (if11 J w* cl 
Two immedj.ate interesting consequences of the previous theorem follow. 
Given a recursively enumerable set C of sets of partial recursive 
functions, then, if every Ci E C is strongly (sub-) identi’able then one can construct 
uniformly a strong (sub-) identifier M that (sub-) identifies every f E UT-~ Cim (That 
is the strong (sub-) identification is closed with respect to union.) 
Given a recursively enumerable set C of sets of total recursive functions, 
then, if every Ci E C is identifiable by some machine Mi, strong on the set of the total 
recursive functions then one can construct uniformly a machine M, strong on the set of 
the total recursive functions, that (sub-) identifies every f E C. 
Corollary 1 substantiates the very natural request hat one should be able to learn 
the union of two sets which one can learn separately. 
Another expectation relative to the concept of learning is that whenever one is 
ab!e to identify an infinite object, then one should be able also to identify all its 
finite variants.’ 
It is interesting to note that it has been shown [Z] that this is not true for the 
formal definition of (sub-) identification. 
nstead Theorems 4, 5 and 6 give a positive answer for the case of strong 
recursive functions C, then, 
slob-identi~able by some machine then one can construct 
g and L we will say that f is a finite variant of g if f(x) = g(x) for all x but a finite 
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gers (h, k) consider all possible sequences 
and for every i, i s h, pi = (xi, yi ) implies xi 
, k) over all pairs of integers we will obtain a recursive enumerable set 
Let Si denote the ith element of this set let (h,, ki) denote the pair associated with 
it. 
Given any sequ nce G = g, 9 g,. . . g, E ’ let G’ be the sequence g: l g;. . , g; 
where for every i, < i e n, g: is equal to ib either gi is a * or it is a pair ix, yi) 
with Xi > hi, otherwise g: is a *. 
Let MH be defined by the following progra 
With input ‘, set i(1) = 1 and give as output ([Sl l G”]). 
With input [G”], n > 1, and G any sequence gE l g2 . . . g, contained in 
consider tin_, = gl. g2.. . g,+ consider the value i(n - I), obtained with input 
[OXIf] let hi denote hic,-1,, then, 
if: M c[SiC,- 1) ’ G’“+hi]) = M([Si(,-1, l ‘n-1+h’ G l ]) then set i(n) = i(n - 1), give as 
output M([ S(n) l G “‘+“I); 
otherwise : if i(n - 1) = 1 then set i(n) = n and give as ([Gi::]) + 1; if 
i(n - 1) # 1 set i(n) = i(n nd give as output I)+ 1. 
We notice thp: the behaviour of is very similar to that of the machine 
have defined ii: Theorem 3. In fact, the only difierence is that once it is fed with 
input [G”], decides its output eon the basis of the outputs of M with input 
[S i(n-1) l G”+‘“] and [SicR-1, l G ‘:?:-‘I respectively rather than, as M does, on the 
basis of the outputs of Mi with input [G”] and [Gi-:I. This happens because MH 
must be concerned with the behaviour of M with inputs slightly ifferent from its 
own. 
Now it can easily be proved that MH strongly sub-identifies H. We can accept as 
true the three following statements that, on the other hand, could be easily derived 
by inspection, on the basis of what we have just said and using the experience we 
have acquired in proving Theorem 3: 
(AJ for every finite variant, f E of some g E C, there exists at least an i such 
that for every n, [gnchi] = [Si l f”‘” 
ery function f and for every i if ([f]) J j then there exists an J 
SU [fi]) 4 j9 where fi is the function ned as follows: 
if X > length (Si :I, l 
if t 
ed othei;wise; 
or every f for e exis is 
too. 
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Then, directly by the definition of ;fi and by 
sub-identifier. 
(AZ), we have that is a strong 
n the other hand, for every f E .& statement (At) and t 
sub-identifies G, ensures UF that there wi!! exist an i such that 
consequently by (iA3) we have (Efl) 4 l CJ 
If a set C of partial recursive functions is strongly idmtifiable then the set 
eI finite variants of the functions g E C is strongly iden$able. 
ILet US keep for the symbols “ “, “Si “, “G’.“, “hi “, “ki “, the meaning they 
had in Theorem 4. 
Let be a machine defined by the following program: 
With input [Cl], G E set i(1) = 1 and give as output M([S, l WI). Define 
D(19 1) to be the empty 
With input [G”], n > 1, and G any sequence gl l g2.. . gn contained in 
consider Gn-l= g,. g2.. . gn-1, the value i(n - 1) and the list o(n - 1, i(n - 1)) 
obtained with input [Gtz:]; let hi denote hic,-1,, then 
([Si(n-l) l Grn**i]) = M([Si(,-lj l G’~T:“h]), set i(n)= i(n - l), define 
D(n, i(r,)) to be the list of all pairs of integers (x, y) without repetition such that 
(x, y ) is some gi and x < hi(n), and 
if D(n, i(n)),-= D(n; - 1, i(n - l)), give as output MF([G::_]); 
(n, i(n)) # D(n - 1, i(n - 1)), give as output an index k for the function 
h(x) defined as follows: 
Y if the pair (x, y) is 
contained in D(n, i(n)), 
h(x)= undefined if x s hi and if for all 
y, (:c, y) e D(n, i(n)), 
~(X)M(ISi(.).O’n+hil) ot erwise; 
([Si[R-1) ’ G’n+hi]) # 
if i(n e- I)= 1 set i(n)= n, define (n, i(n)) to be the empty list and give as 
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heorem 4, once we notice that if there exists an n such that for every m > n, 
) = iin) then there will exist an s sue that for every r 2 s, D(r, i(t)) = 
. If a set C of total cursive functions is (sub-) identifiable by a machine 
strong on the set of the total ursive functions, then the set of all the total recursive 
finite variants of the function g E C is (sub-) identifiable by a machine MT sfrgng on 
the set of the total recursive functions. 
Proof. WC can prove this theorem by following the line of the previous theorem. 
The only difference being that in this case all S (,, k) will be sequences such that: ir i 
(b) length(b(hi,k,)) = hi ; 
(c) the * does not appear in Sthr.kiI; 
(d) if x s hi then x has to be the first element of some pair of integers in S&ki); 
(e) y s ki- 
The reason of this modification is that in this case sin is correct only for total 
functions then we hhve to be sure that when the input is some total function f 
then the input of - that MT eventually observes, is a total function too. q 
We will now consider sets of further variants of the functions of! a given 
identifiable set. These variants will be more elaborate than the just considered finite 
variants and will1 be obtained by composition with some recursive functtiors. 
This concept as well as some relevant results are formalized as follows. Given a 
‘! to 1 
set of partial recursive functions C and a total recursive mapping 7 : 
into 
will indicate with ;;/‘, the set of partial recursive functions such that f E CT if and 
onlv if for every x, f(x) is equal to ~(g(x’)) and g E C. 
7. Given a set C of partial recursive func given a recursive 
if C’ is (sub-) identifiable then orie ca ~~i~~rrn~y cl~~sf~~c~ a 
into 
that (sub-) identifies C, let 
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With input [G’], G E I, define PG to be the empty list and give as output 0. 
Wi;h input [G*], n > 1, and G any sequence 81 l g2 l . . g, contained in 
consider the sequence G,,-l = g1 l g2. . . g,-1 and the list PG,_, o tained with input 
([$l(G,-l)nV*]) and I&_, is the empty list define PO to 
the list j where j is the index of the following program: “for every x give 
output [?(&$)M,?” &]” and give as output j ; 
([T;~~(G,J~*]) and Po,_l is not empty, define PO = PG n-1 
and give as output the element of I%; 
if &f(f~;*(G)~]) # M([T;~~(G,-~)“-~]) define PC be the empty list and give as 
output M([ GZ]) + 1. 
We will prove .XIW that M.. (sub-) identifies C.. To this purpose let us see how A& 
works. Essentially MT tries to take advantage of its knowledge of the fact that M 
(sub-) identifies the class C and thus it must (sub-) identify the class of all functions 
g obtained from the functions of C by the composition th 7. Then, when its input 
is some [G”] it assumes that [G” ] is [g”] for some g EZ and therefore it wants to 
determine its output on the basis of both the output of M with input [7;*(G)*] and 
the fact that this output is or is not equal to the one that A4 produces with input 
[&(G,J’-l]. The reason for which in general 1M, allows itself at most n steps in 
computing r;*(G) is due to the fact that A4 knows that its belief about [G”] being 
[g”] can be wrong and then ?‘-I can be undefined for some second element of some 
pair in G. 
Observe now the outputs of A4 with input some function g such that g(x) = 
~(f(dt j) for all X, and f E C. 
be an enumeration of the function g, clearly, for any such 
sequence r;*(gl) 0 r;‘(gl 1 g2). . . is an enumeration of f; let 
?-‘g denote this enumeration. 
Since f E (7: by hypothesis, for every enumeration r-‘g of ft there exists an fi for 
which we have that: 
([~-~g”‘]) is equal to some index j for an extension of f; 
(b) for every m 3 n’, ([T-lgm]) = M([r-‘gA]); 
) Jti([7-1g’i-1]) f 
n, by definition of , we will have that: 
(a) with input [B”f*] gives as output an index for an extension of the function 
r an extension 0 function g ; 
g”]) is equal to gfi+l]). a 
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types of infinite variants can be learned, as it will be made clear by the. next 
theorem. This k not so, instead, for (sub-) identification where, strangely, $stnly the 
infinite variants (by comqosition) remain learnable. 
Therefore Theorem 7together with some relevant results of L. Blum and 
Blum [l-4] seems to indicate, in our opinion, that the 1 rge capability of learning .f 
the (sub-) identifying machines is traded-in by sorn loss in the uniformity of 
methods of learning. 
Theorem 8 specifies the be ong machines with respect o infinite 
variants of classes of functions already iearned. In spite of the condition one has to 
put on the mapping T, it ensures us that if a strong machine is able to learn a se: C 
of partial recursive functions it will also learn the set C’ of partial functions, 
obtained by means of simple transformations such as addition mukiplication by ,a 
constant, etc. 
Given a set Cofpartial recursive functions, and given any total recursive . 
1 to I 
mappiftg T : N - with recursive range, then, if C is strongly (sub-) identifiable one 
into 
can construct uniformly a m.achine M’ that strongly (sub-) identifies the set C. 
Proof. Given sny sequence G = gl 0 g2.. . g, contained in ‘, let us indicate with 
T-‘(G) the s,t:quence g { l gi . ..gksuchthatforeveryi.16idn,ifgi=(x,y)and 
y E Range(r) then g: = (x, 7-‘(y)), otherwise g: = *. Let denote some machine 
that strongly (sub-) identifies C. 
iet ’ be the inductive inference machine detined by the following program: 
With input [Cl], G E IV, define & to be the empty list, give as output 0. 
With input [G”], n > 1, and G any sequence gl l g2.. , gn contained in 
consider the sequence G,+ = gl l g2.. , g,-, and the list I&_,, ob?ained w~rh input 
G ,,+ then: 
if: there exists an 6, 1 6 i s n, such that gi = (xi, yi) and yi E Range(T), give 3,~ 
output M([ G “I); 
othemise : 
([r-l(Gn-l)n-*]) and PG._, is the empty list define I% to be 
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the second case the value M’([G”]) is just M([G”]). NOW it is easy to see that AP is 
a strong (sub-) identifier. 
In fact if, for some g and some j, M’([g]) 4 j then we must have also that either 
M([g]) 4 i or, for some k, M([P(g)]) J k and &(X) = 7+&(x)) for all X. In both 
cases, as M is a strong (sub-) identifier, M’ is a strong (sub-) identifier. 
What is left to prove is that M’ (sub-) identifies C,. 
But this is an erasy task. In fact if, for every X, g(x) = TV(X)), for some f E C, we 
will have, using Iboth the definition of MI’ and the fact that A4 (sub-) identifies C, 
that M’([g”]) = M’([g’*‘]), for all m 2 fi + 1, where fi is the least integer n such 
that M([g”])= .M([gn]) for all m 2 n. U 
The next corollary, that derives directly from Theorems 3 and 8, extends the 
result to an infinite number of transformations. 
CZorolIary 3. C-iven a set C of partial recursive functions and given any rmmive 
1 to 1 
enumerable set of mappings ri : N + N with recursive range, ij C is strongly (sub-) 
into 
identifiable, then one can construct uniformly a machine M’ that strongly (sub-) 
identifies the set of functions CT = UL, CTi. 
Among partial recursive functions, the (($1) valued functions are particularly 
interesting for their obvious relation with sets. They are included in the set of 
functions defined below for which we can prove a theorem stronger than Theorem 
8. 
Given a set C of functions we will say that: 
nltioxa 12. C is a set of constant bounded functions if, for every f E C there exists 
an integer k such that for every x E domain(f) it is f(x) s k. 
Theorem 9. Given a set C of constant bounded partial recursive functions, and given 
1 to 1 
any recursive enumerable set S of total recursive mapping Ti : N =-+ N if C is strongly 
into 
(sub-) identi’ab/e then the class C = Ur=, CTi is strongly (sub-) identifiable too. 
or *every 7i E and for every integer k let 7: be the function defined as 
7i (X) if x 6 k, 
+ 
undefined otherwise. 
It is easy to see that for every k and’ for every i, 7: is a partial recursive function 
ith recursive range, and t obtained by varying i and k over all possible 
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The proof is then directly obtained from Theorem 8 and the following two 
observations: 
(01) Theorem 8 can be seen to hold also in the case in which we consider a 
partial recursive mapping if, instead of C7i) we co .sider the set C; of all functions 
sush that, for all X, g(x) = riq(x)) for some f E C, whose range is contained in 
omain($). 
(02) Since we consider all integers k and C is a set of constant bounded 
functions then, for every g <and ri, we have that g E CTi if and only if there exists 
some k such that g E C+ El 
In this paper we have tried to make more precise, in the framework of the 
inductive inference of algorithms, for partial recursive functions, the meaning of 
our initial question. 
In pziicular F’v? sentences “related in some natural way” and “the experience 
gained in learning . . . C.. . can be helpful in learning . . . C’. . . “, have acquired a 
well defined meaniqg. 
In fact we have taken as “related in some natural way” sets of functions uch that 
one is the union of the others, or one is the set of the finite variants of the functions 
of the others, or such that the functions of one set are obtained by composition with 
recursive functions of the functions of the. others. 
Furthermore, as we can see from the proof of Theorems 3-9, all the inductive 
inference machines that have to learn C’ try to use in their learning process the 
‘Wperience” of scme machine 1M that learns C, in producing their outputs on the 
basis of the behaviour of 1M with inputs properly chosen in reference to the relation 
lso show that, for what concerns the strong (SW-) identification 
process, this experience is used quite successfully in learning C’. On the contrL,y 
for the (sub-) identification process, Theorem 7, together with the counter- 
examples of L and M, ISlum, indicates that it is not always the case that the 
experience gained in learning the set of functions C simplifies or even guarantees 
the possibilitqr of learning C’. In our 0 Finion this diBerence, between the (sub-) 
identification and the strong (sub-) identification processes, can be explained if one 
assumes that the strong definitions prescribe an essentially unique method of 
learning (as if” has been actually proved for the case of the strong identification [2]) 
whereas the definition of the (sub-) identification allows of tlie possibility of special 
purpose methods. As an example think of the machine that identifies the self 
describing functions [l], a set that on thz other hand cannot be strongly (sub-) 
identified. This is the set of all functions f such that the least x for which f(x> = 1 is 
itself an index for fi The machine learning it with every input [g, l g2. s l gn] produces 
least integer x such that (x, y) is some gi and y is 
his is clearly a special pu!--pose method and in 
generalized to the learning Q ther classes of fu 
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~ea~ing~~~ then the existence of “intelligent”, even if eculiar, ways o 
ifi the case of the self describing Lwztions, seems to 
question, although clearly relevant for any learning process, can 
extreme care as a test between “good” and ‘“bad” 
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